
250ok Inbox™

Are your emails going to SPAM? 

With ISPs like Gmail blocking 10 million potentially
harmful emails every 60 seconds, it’s no surprise
that mailbox providers have applied aggressive
filtering measures to protect their customers and
deter spam. As a result, legitimate senders need
sophisticated real-time tools to help them land
in the inbox and know when they don’t. Emails
that don’t reach the inbox are simply wasted
opportunities.
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Measure inbox placement, not just deliverability.

With 250ok Inbox™, we focus on tracking this “last mile” of delivery and identifying revenue-impacting 
issues in real-time to ensure your return on investment. With all of the time, effort and money you’ve 
invested into your email program, can you afford not to know how your messages are being handled?
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Are customers seeing your emails?



Are you customers seeing your emails?
250ok Inbox™

Is your mail reaching your 
recipients, landing in the spam 
folder, or being blocked 
entirely? Is SPF or DKIM 
failing? Inbox provides the 
visibility you need to 
understand where your mail is 
going and why. 

Innovative Monitoring Tools

250ok Inbox provides 
unparalleled international seed 
coverage to track inbox 
placement around the world 
and deliver real-time feedback 
to help you pinpoint 
deliverability issues and take
corrective action.

Personalized Seed Testing
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250ok Inbox provides 
unparalleled international 
seed coverage to track inbox 
placement around the world 
and deliver real-time feed-
back to help you pinpoint 
deliverability issues and take 
corrective action.

Unparalleled Coverage

What sets 250ok apart?

Questions?

Sales
sales@250ok.com

Technical
support@250ok.com

API Guide
250ok.com/api-guide/

ISP Health Report

You can utilize the ISP Health Report to identify
ISP-specific service issues across the 250ok 
community. Using our real-time community 
benchmark, you can be in the know and aware of 
widespread delivery issues before you send. In 
addition to the common hosting and filtering
companies, the ISP Health Report includes 
Apple, Gmail, Hotmail, Terra, and nearly one 
hundred other ISPs included in Inbox’s 
international seedlist  coverage.


